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Accommodation: I lived in a self-contained apartment on Prins Hendrikkade through De Key 
Housing. Looking back, I probably didn't need this much space and would have been better to 
opt for a cheaper room with shared facilities. However, when I applied with De Key, I was living 
in a shoebox in Hong Kong, so an abundance of space seemed essential. De Key is a well 
organised housing company. It's great living with other students on exchange. Everyone is super 
friendly and the University, as well as De Key housing, organise a wide range of social events to 
get stuck into. If you end up living in the apartments on Prins Hendrikkade, make sure you have 
an abundance of mouse traps. I had a few issues. 

 

Money: Europe is expensive. However, if you budget well and keep track of your spending, you 
can save a lot of money. Eating out is reasonably expensive in Amsterdam, so I generally opted 
for cooking at home with friends. I usually shopped at Albert Heijn supermarket as it was right 
next to my apartment. However, there are definitely cheaper options such as Dirks, which I 
would recommend. The public transport around Holland itself is fantastic and will not cost you 
much. It's a good idea to book train trips well in advance as the price increases sharply the closer 
you get to the date of travel.  

 

Academics/Course load: The Dutch system is very different to ours in that they split their 
semesters up into three blocks, (the third only being used if you failed a paper in one of the first 
two blocks). I really enjoyed this system. They don't give you any time off to study (and you don't 
really need it). Most exchange students just seemed to work reasonably hard the week leading 
up to the exam.  

I found the courses a lot easier than Otago University, but I have also talked to people who 
found them harder, so it probably depends on the person. I only had 2 papers in the first half 
and one in the second (the equivalent of 30 points at Otago) so that may be why I found it 
easier.  I really enjoyed how relaxed the lecturers were. It was a much more communal, class-
room type vibe than what we have in Dunedin law classes. My papers were comparative 
constitutional law, international sports law, and equal treatment in the EU. Comparative 
constitutional was my favourite as it had a lot jurisprudential stuff in it. (A lot of people probably 
wouldn't enjoy this so much). International sports was probably the most relaxed paper I've 
taken, but was pretty much just labour law in content which I found a little bit dull. Equality in 
the EU was the most demanding but definitely manageable and really interesting in terms of 
content.  

 

Transport: You need to get a bike as soon as you arrive. The best place to go is one of the 
markets (I went to Waterlooplein.) You can usually pick up a decent bike for around 50 Euros. 
(Feel free to bargain the price down or at least ask for free locks with it.) Make sure you get a 
BACK bike lock. If you want to be particularly secure, get a chain in addition, but the back lock is 
the really essential one. I made the stupid mistake of only using a chain and had my first bike 
stolen on day three. You can get quite attached to your bike, so having it stolen is a real shame.  
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Weather: I arrived at the end of August which is technically still "Summer" in Amsterdam. 
However, it's more jeans-and-a -light-sweatshirt type of weather. By the end of December, it's 
fairly freezing and you need to invest in a good Winter coat.  

 

Eating: Dutch food is delicious, particularly the sweet side of things. I ate my weight in stroop 
waffles (the most delicious cookies you will ever try) as well as a raft of other things. Definitely 
check out the markets for good food options such as mini pancakes and amazing fudge. They are 
really into cheese and questionable meats (generally just a bizarre mix of meats piled together). I 
wasn't a huge fan of this side of things. There are also some really reasonably priced places to 
eat. A couple of good cafe spots to check out if you are so inclined are Bakers and Roasters (kiwi 
owned so quite comforting),  Trust (an amazing cafe where you pay what you think the meal was 
worth.) There are so many more spotted around the city- just check out new places as much as 
you can! "25seven" was another favourite. It's tucked away from the hustle and bustle of the city 
and the staff are truly delightful. They'd sometimes invite us over for drinks and nibbles (on the 
house) after the cafe had closed. 

 

Things to do: Get around Holland as much as you can. Particularly if you are a law student, go to 
the Hague when there is a good case on. I'd recommend Utrecht too, and Rotterdam. It's so easy 
to train overnight to Copenhagen, places in Germany and flights all around Europe are also really 
cheap. There are weekly student nights every second Wednesday for exchange. 

Another cool thing to get involved with is "Deep Dinner Dive's". Basically, you go to a dinner at a 
mystery location with about 12 other people and all get to know each other and chat about life. I 
never managed to make it to one (they aren't on too frequently) but friends who attended got a 
lot out of it. 

Get a museum card as soon as possible! Or just borrow one off a friend. I just used my last week 
in Amsterdam to hop around all of the museums with a friend's card. Foam (a photography 
museum) was a favourite for me- definitely check it out! 

In terms of bars, check out Hannekes Boom and Roest. Roest often has cool cultural nights 
where they put on different acts for free- check this out online before you go. I'd really 
recommend the rum hot chocolate.  

If you want to join a gym, you can get a 3, 6, or 12 month membership to the university gyms. A 
three month membership was around 60 euros from memory. Once you enrol in one you can 
attend any. They have great cross-fit, pilates, body pump and cardio classes. Generally these are 
in Dutch which is a bit weird, but helps you get fairly good at counting down from eight in Dutch. 

 

Tips: for future students: You are about to embark on a pretty amazing 6 months of life. 
Embrace every opportunity that comes your way. Meet as many people as you can from 
different walks of life and just have fun. Make the most of having friends on exchange in other 
countries. It is so amazing having a proper tour from someone who lives in the place you go and 
visit. Make sure you are well organised to show people around when people come and visit you! 
Enjoy!!! 
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